MoDOT LPA Basic Training
Frequently Asked Questions

1. When is the training available?
   Answer – The training is available through MoDOT U website and can be accessed anytime.

2. Pages are blank, not loading, or not running video?
   Answer – Are you using Internet Explorer? MoDOT U will not work with Chrome.

3. Who can I talk to if I am having troubles with MoDOT U?
   Answer – Please send an email to the LPATrainingHelp@modot.mo.gov or contact Rod Braman at 573-526-1862.

4. How long does the class take?
   Answer – The class will take 4 to 5 hours to complete.

5. Can you stop the class if you have an interruption?
   Answer – Yes, you can stop and start the class as needed.

6. Will a certificate be issued?
   Answer – A certificate will not be issued. Notification will be sent out by email monthly to each certified person to let them know they have been added to the certification list posted on the MoDOT/LPA website. The email/certification list can be used as proof of completion.

7. How do I get proof of completion?
   Answer – Check the roster on the MoDOT U website. You can also check your MoDOT U Roster. On the homepage look for “My Task” select “My Transcript” from the drop down box beside (Displaying).

8. Are there PDH’s available for completing the course?
   Answer – Yes, there are four PDH’s available for completing the course. It is up to the student to keep records of PDH’s.